PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel University, St. Paul, MN (BTH)
- Carleton College, Northfield, MN (CRL)
- Grinnell College, Grinnell, IA (GRN)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins / 0 losses
- BLC OG (John Ohlendorf - Jessica Gehrke)
- BLC BB (Casey Barnes - Lisa Buchs)
- BLC BD (David Buchs - Jesse DeDeyne)

2 wins / 1 loss
- BTH DM (David Dickmeyer - Sean Molin)
- UMN SB (Jason Schousboe - David Bratt)
- UMN JC (Rachel Jamison - Zikiria Chaudhary)
- UMN FW (Emily Fisher - Laura Watkins)
- UMN WG (Kim Wydeen - Sophia Ginis)
- CAR LH (Jeremy Lyon - Hope Harvey)
1 win / 2 losses

- BTH MK (David Maus - Faith Kroeker)
- GAC SK (Henry Stokman - Alex Knewtson)
- GRN JW (Matt Johnson - Emily Wellborn)
- UMN CW (Aaron Cotkin - Dave Watson)
- UMN HM (Monica Heth - Tom Meyer)
- BLC GR (Beth Gullixson - Ashley Rand)

0 wins / 3 losses

- GRN NS (Eric Nost - Niko Sakvarelidze)
- UMN PH (Shanti Pothapragada - Nicole Hollinrake)
- UMN GH (Stephanie Gadow - Scott Hargarten)

**Bronze Round**

- BLC BB (opp) def. UMN WG 1-1
- UMN SB (opp) def. BTH DM 2-0
- BLC OG (opp) def. UMMN FW 1-1
- BLC BD (gof) def. UMN JC 1-1

**Gold Round:**

- BLC BD/ BLC OG close out
- BLC BB (opp) def. UMN SB 2-1

Bethany Lutheran College's top Award winners: Jesse DeDeyne and David Buchs
Bethany Lutheran College's top Award winners: Casey Barnes and Lisa Buchs

Bethany Lutheran College's top Award winners: Jessica Gehrke and John Ohlendorf

Top speakers: Jesse DeDeyne, David Buchs, Lisa Buchs, David Dickmeyer, Jason Schousboe
**Individual Speakers**

- 1 Jesse DeDeyne - Bethany Lutheran - 85
- 2 tie Jason Schousboe - Minnesota - 84 (58)
- 2 tie David Dickmeyer - Bethel - 84 (58)
- 4 David Buchs - Bethany Lutheran - 84 (57)
- 5 Lisa Buchs - Bethany Lutheran - 83
- 6 Dave Watson - Minnesota - 82 (58)
- 7 Faith Kroeker - Bethel - 82 (57)
- 8 Laura Watkins - Minnesota - 82 (56)
- 9 David Maus - Bethel - 82 (55)
- 10 Shanti Pothapragada - Minnesota - 81 (55)
- 11 Casey Barnes - Bethany Lutheran - 81 (54)

**Topics**

Round 1: Resolution: This House would put country before self.

Round 2: This House believes that the United States should allow Iran to explore nuclear possibilities.

Round 3: (Case) The Boston Archdiocese's Catholic Charities has chosen to stop all adoption work on account of a recent Massachusetts law allowing gay and lesbian couples to adopt children. Catholic Charities has been under a state contract to provide adoption services to the state for approximately 20 years and has been conducting adoption services for over a century. According to www.cbsnews.com, Catholic Charities has placed 720 children in adoptive families in the past two decades, 13 of which were placed in same-sex households. There are presently approximately 700 children in foster care awaiting adoption in Massachusetts.

In this case, the government team should support the position: **The Catholic Charities should resume adoption work in Massachusetts.**

Bronze: When it comes to political campaigns, this house would even the playing field.

Gold: Resolved: Driving privileges should depend on school performance for people under 18 years of age.